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In these unprecedented times we are all having to adapt the 
way we live and the way we work. But the world hasn’t just 
stopped turning; projects still need to make tangible progress; 
work packages still need to be delivered and KPIs (albeit 
adjusted) remain to run the rule as ever.

More than ever, effective communication is crucial with team 
members operating remotely from each other, each with their 
own working environment and frequently disjointed (and 
disrupted) working hours.

The challenges are obvious and now all too familiar for many  
of us but add into the scenario working with individuals from 
different organisations, each with their own culture and  
methods of operation and delivery. 

Project collaboration can be an unwieldy beast with conflicting 
agendas, styles and personalities, but if a team can be united 
by and committed to a common purpose then the output can 
exceed the sum of the component parts.

The following example shows how Acorn supported a new 
collaboration team spread across 9 sites countrywide tasked 
with delivering improved procurement for the UK’s Nuclear 
Decommissioning Authority.

 
Background.
With an annual spend in the region of £1.8 billion, the supply of 
goods and services to the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority 
(NDA) estate across the UK is undeniably big business. 

A constant requirement through all strands of the NDA supply 
chain is to deliver better value for money for the UK taxpayer. 

One area where this can be improved is through innovative 
procurement of services that may futher increase the speed  
of decommissioning whilst maintaining the highest standards  
in environmental and personal safety.

Formed in 2009 and comprising nine of the NDA’s client 
organisations, the Shared Services Alliance (SSA) was created 
to achieve financial and operational benefits from collaborative 
procurement. 

The SSA would create a Collaborative Procurement Programme 
which could source any shared requirements across the NDA 
estate - from facilities management to travel booking, IT 
services to radioactive waste management - and procure  
them from one central team.

The Shared Services Alliance aim couldn’t have been clearer: 

‘To be the trusted centre of excellence for procurement  
and supply chain management in the nuclear 
decommissioning estate.’

With a combined annual spend of £400 million - approximately 
20% of the NDA’s annual supply chain spend - the potential  
for making savings was clear to see.

However clear that vision might be, there was a major 
underlying barrier to overcome, as Jonathan Evans of LLW 
Repository Ltd (LLWR), Head of Shared Services Alliance, 
explains:

“Each of the alliance member companies had developed 
different ways of doing things to achieve the same outcomes. 
Feedback from suppliers was often that we are too complex 
and difficult to supply to. We needed to work together to be  
a more integrated client.”

But by 2016 the Shared Services Alliance had already achieved 
an impressive £286 million of savings across the partners as  
a direct result of collaborative procurement.

This success would become a platform on which the SSA  
could build across the NDA’s wider estate but for this to  
happen a new delivery model would need to be implemented. 

New challenges need a new approach.
In 2016 a revised operating model was established which 
utilised a category management approach across the SSA 
shared areas of spend.

“It was anticipated that the new model would help sustain  
and grow savings, with new collaborative sourcing strategies 
which could achieve a further £175 million of cashable savings 
by 2020.” adds Jonathan. 

Up until 2016, the SSA team had comprised of personnel  
who were undertaking the role voluntarily and in addition to  
their day-to-day positions, an arrangement which could only  
be taken so far.

One of Jonathan’s initial tasks was to compile his ‘virtual 
dedicated team’ of full-time procurement and contract 
management professionals who would lead the implementation 
of a revised Shared Services strategy for the NDA Estate. 
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Acorn Coaching & Development had previously worked with 
Jonathan in his role at LLWR, providing both 1-2-1 and team 
coaching, and the company won the work to help support the 
new virtual dedicated team and the challenges they would 
undoubtedly encounter.

“The SSA had already been in existence for six years but this 
was effectively creating an entirely new business from the 
ground up.” explains Acorn’s Keith Longney. 

“Although much could be drawn upon from the experiences  
of the SSA to date, Jonathan was tasked with putting together  
a full business case and ‘setting up shop’ in an incredibly 
complex operational setting.”

Given the number of stakeholders – the NDA estate - and 
collaboration partners, the new ‘full time’ SSA would be under 
scrutiny from day one and have robust KPIs to meet. The 
impressive cost savings already achieved had set the bar very 
high and expectation was for further improvement on this.

“The nature and composition of the virtual team added a whole 
new level of complexity to Jonathan’s role” continues Keith, 
“Geographically, the team was based across the country from 
Sellafield in Cumbria to Dounreay in the north of Scotland and 
Trawsfynydd in Snowdonia, so were very remote from each 
other. Regular touch points were needed to ensure continued 
team buy-in and to avoid individuals slipping into siloed 
working.” 

Establishing clarity of focus and best practice that would be 
wholly adopted was a key activity in the early days. Jonathan 
and the team didn’t have the luxury of any ‘bedding in’ period 
and the team were expected to be fully operational right from 
the get-go.

“Experience has shown us that it is very easy for the leader  
to become isolated, so Acorn would support him with regular 
1-2-1 coaching for the next three years.”

“We focused on quite different areas in our coaching sessions 
- the step up to leading a new business unit, approaches to 
management given the virtual nature of the team. Stakeholder 
management was also massively important, so we also worked 
a little on his personal style.”

A strategy for regular communications was implemented,  
the purpose being to articulate the SSA’s successes and 
achievements, an activity that would help keep stakeholders 
on-board and manage their expectations.

“Jonathan immediately recognised his levels of authority with  
his immediate team, the wider team and, to an extent, the level 
of authority he had with his stakeholders. The 1-2-1 coaching 
saw that he was very quickly performing at the level and pace 
required from the role.”

Team coaching sessions were delivered both to the senior 
members and the full team of sixteen, much of which again 
focused around setting up their purpose and managing their 
own stakeholders (the NDA, parent organisation and their 
supply chains).

For the senior team it was crucial to be able to both measure 
and celebrate successes. Furthermore, the momentum required 
to maintain this operational level, and which could be 
repeatable would need a fully cohesive team, one which had 
the behaviours to stay true to their battles.

“If you think about the number of people at each partner 
organisation and their stakeholders, then the scope for the 
plethora of people potentially ‘sticking their finger in the pie  
and wiggling it about’ was just enormous.”

“The SSA were at the vanguard of collaboration - and I don’t 
think that’s an inappropriate word to use - as they were 
absolutely committed to creating a culture of collaboration 
across the sites.” 

The challenges for Acorn and the results
Recognising the multi-facets to which Jonathan would be 
dealing with across the nine partners, and the potential for 
many vagaries therein, was an obvious activity to address.

The formal shift to collaborative procurement by the SSA team 
would necessitate change (both operationally and, to a degree, 
culturally) within the partnership organisations and, whilst not 
actively stonewalling, there would naturally be instances of 
‘silos’ where existing procurement practices and local preferred 
suppliers were not the best option for meeting wider 
requirements.

“It’s not to say that the partners didn’t see the bigger picture  
or couldn’t appreciate the potential for increased savings, but 
there would inevitably be historical supplier relationships that 
simply would not work under the new framework.” 
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“There were instances where organisations simply were not 
providing the right levels of ‘air cover’ for the SSA. There was 
support for Jonathan from the NDA, but frequent changes of 
personnel and roles [at the NDA] meant that the SSA would  
be drawing on their own resilience in instances.”

“The regular communication and reporting of business benefits 
that could quickly be realised from shared knowledge and  
ways of operating started building into a case for the SSA that 
were impossible to ignore.”

The SSA team themselves were very responsive to Acorn’s 
input and would quickly put into practice their learning from 
each of the regular workshops held between 2016 and 2019. 

Whilst many of them had been part of the original ‘volunteer’ 
SSA, they were now part of a full-time collaborative procurement 
team and implementing the new model whilst striving to achieve 
the KPIs.

Using Acorn’s Team Dimensions Model as a primary tool, the 
team adopted and united behind Jonathan’s leadership style 
and direction.

The Team Dimension Model was a perfect solution as it is an 
approach which also reduces the time it takes for any team to 
become a fully effective, high performing asset.

The bottom line is that savings achieved by the SSA have been 
significantly more than anticipated back in 2016, along with 
better client-supply chain liaison and streamlined procurement 
processes. The savings amount to £320 million in 3.5 years 
versus the target of £175 million over 4 years.

The SSA has been described as a ‘proof of concept model’ for 
the NDA, one where a lean, agile and very focused team with a 
high degree of authority and sight of wider objectives are able 
to deliver at a level above and beyond their headcount. 

Add into the mix the geographical distance between personnel 
and one can appreciate that this particular proof of concept is 
one worth embracing and developing.

Unsurprisingly then that, today, the SSA has essentially ceased 
to exist and has become an ‘un-branded’ entity as it has been 
internalised by the NDA. Notwithstanding, it has seen fantastic 
success in terms of making savings and promoting 
collaborative working at this level.

References: 
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Shared Services Alliance: Collaborative Procurement Plan

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/shared-services-
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Procurement at NDA
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